Is it time for CVE-20120158 to retire?
For many years the top Office vulnerability was CVE-2012-0158, which
dominated our Office exploit prevalence charts; however, the past weeks have
shown an interesting reorganization in the document exploitation scene. The
four-year-old classic exploit appears to have been dethroned by two newer
vulnerabilities.
Gabor Szappanos, SophosLabs
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Introduction
Cybercriminals, including APT groups, favor the use of document exploits when delivering
malicious content. For many years the preferred choice was the CVE-2012-0158 vulnerability,
which dominated our Office exploit prevalence charts; however, the past weeks have shown an
interesting reorganization in the document exploitation scene. This four-year-old classic exploit
has been dethroned by two newer vulnerabilities: CVE-2015-1641 and CVE-2015-2545.
CVE-2015-1641 has only been on the chart for a few months now, and is already being heavily
used by different cybercriminal groups. Another new exploit, CVE-2015-2545, entered the
cybercrime stage recently and made a sudden impact.
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From the criminals’ point of view, it’s understandable that they would turn to new exploits—
users gradually patch the old vulnerabilities, and heavy reliance on them greatly reduces the
chances of a successful infection.
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While at first glance it may not be clear why the criminals stayed with the CVE-2012-0158
exploit for so long, our research [1] revealed that they rely on the availability of published
exploit kits. As such, until these kits utilize the newer exploit code, the criminals typically do not
incorporate them downstream.
The observed shift in exploit usage can be attributed to three different factors, which are
mostly tied to the development cycles of the Office exploit kits:
•
•
•

The most widely used AK-1 kit was upgraded to AK-2; this change dropped the CVE2012-0158 and added the currently dominant CVE-2015-1641 exploit
In the past weeks, Microsoft Word Intruder (MWI) also dropped the older exploits and
added support for CVE-2015-1641
The cybercriminal groups, which actively distributed FareIt and Zbot, switched from the
use of the DL-2 exploit kit and migrated to a solution using another new exploit, CVE2015-2545

(More detailed info about the AK-1, AK-2, DL-2 and MWI exploit kits can be found in our
research paper [2])
The first point has already been covered in our previous research papers; here we will detail the
other two.

Microsoft Word Intruder migrates to CVE-2015-1641
At the end of 2015, we observed the first attempts by MWI to add support for this exploit [3],
but at the time it was only a proof-of-concept attempt and not followed by widespread use in
criminal groups as expected.
But with that said, a new version of the kit was recently released in the underground that
added proper support for the exploit. The generated documents remain in the same RTF format
used earlier, but the author has seriously reworked the kit.
The new version of Word Intruder brings with it a couple of new features:
•
•
•
•

Added the CVE-2015-1641 exploit
Added support for decoy documents
Two different payload files can be dropped
Payload is stored at the end of the file
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The new samples using this exploit look very different from what we have seen in the past with
MWI. At first it wasn’t trivial to positively identify them. However, the shellcode that drops and
executes the payload shows key similarities with the classic MWI-generated documents.
MWI still uses Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to execute the dropped payload
and it was this unique feature that helped us identify the new samples. Even the coding of the
dropper shellcode is very similar. The critical part, using WMI to execute the payload, is
identical in the old and new samples.
A few insignificant changes were introduced as well, such as the fact that the import resolver
code now stores a decremented value for some of the API function name hashes—probably for
the purpose of making it slightly more difficult to analyse the sample.
This change is obvious when we compare the old and new versions of the code side by side
(left: old, right: new):
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Sample SHA1 hashes:
d97267515a1553b6cbd781eb305e5843eaab7536
05ff3109814b7198c5ee65420cb0955ec5ac938c
abd3c0e99ee2068245096d0e51c4f1b75690b309
a9cbc2b3966b90233d2d318f72aeae51ef14ce93
d03c79c8c8601f8791d10f784d0f1f9005a96bfe
1c5e3c2e9f97ec35e77339783edd29a7f37a4ddd
c1052572fc5112f3e209f18e50f8e901069c83a8
deaee6f05290a6ba85cbf680f6f5188509366326

C&C servers:
213.184.116.42 (LuminosityLink)
ibelieveko.3utilities[.]com (LuminosityLink)

CVE-2015-1641
The exploit component wasn’t significantly changed from the previously known
implementations. The file that triggers the exploit, document.xml, was stripped down to a
minimal size and only the necessary parts were included.
The ROP chain used in the exploitation is also the same, with the exception that the size of the
allocated memory block containing the shellcode has been increased. This is because the MWI
implementation does not have two stages of shellcode—instead, it contains only one stage
responsible for dropping the payload.
In the earlier implementations, the shellcode was split into two parts. A shorter first stage only
located the main part of the code contained in the second stage.

Decoy document
One of the shortcomings of Microsoft Word Intruder has always been the lack of decoy
documents. Decoys cover the tracks of the malware’s activity during infection by showing some
innocent content to distract the victim.
This functionality was added in the new version. The generated RTF file now contains an
embedded picture that serves as decoy content. When a malicious document is opened, the
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decoy content is displayed before triggering the exploit. In the early samples we have seen so
far, the decoy content is a low resolution graphic as follows:

This decoy content is most likely configurable and replaceable.

Payload
The payload in the classic form of the MWI-generated RTF documents was stored at the
beginning of the file as an embedded object in text representation.
However, with the addition of the new exploit, the author of MWI decided to move the payload
to the end of the file. The generated documents now have the following schematic:
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RTF header
Decoy
CVE-2015-1641 exploit block
CVE-2015-1641 exploit block
CVE-2015-1641 exploit block

Encrypted payload

It’s interesting to note that the generated documents contain three identical CVE-2015-1641
exploit blocks. The reason for this is unknown.
The typical payloads that we observed were the Zeus and Fareit Trojans, NetWiredRC and
Nanocore backdoors, PredatorPain keylogger and the LuminosityLink RAT.

CVE-2015-2545: into cybercrime
The usual lifecycle of an Office exploit starts with high-end APT groups, who start using it at the
0-day stage prior to an official patch being released. Other APT groups soon follow in using the
exploit. At this stage, only a small number of users are threatened by the vulnerability, because
these APT groups perform small-scale targeted attacks.
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Finally, at some point, the exploit propagates to other, more generalized cybercrime groups,
who start to use it in large scale attacks. This is the point where the general user population
becomes affected by the vulnerability.
This process was observed with one of the latest Office-related vulnerabilities, CVE-2015-2545.
The use of this exploit in the APT world was well documented in the paper by Kaspersky
researchers [4].
Even though this exploit was reported to be used by cybercrime groups, it was only in the past
few weeks that we could observe a significant impact in our user base.

Delivery
The malicious documents are delivered using the common email method, using messages like
the following:
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The emails use the usual social engineering themes (payment copy, quotation, order list) to lure
the target into opening the attachment. The attachment is a Microsoft Word document in
DOCX format, which exploits the CVE-2015-2545 vulnerability.
It is worth noting that in the last two cases, the character set of the email—even though it
contained only English text—was set to Windows-1251, the Cyrillic character set commonly
used in Russian-speaking countries.
------=_NextPart_000_003E_01C2A9A6.0A319394
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="Windows-1251"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Exploit
The document contains an embedded PostScript file that exploits a vulnerability in the way
Microsoft Office handles encapsulated PostScript (EPS) files. The vulnerability affects Microsoft
Office 2007 SP3, 2010 SP2, 2013 SP1, and 2013 RT SP1. The first use was detailed in a FireEye
report [5].
Two major variations exist of this exploit in the wild. The first one uses MHTML file format to
embed the malicious EPS file. The second approach uses Word DOCX format to do the same.
The criminals in our case selected the second option; the DOCX document structure contained
the malicious component (image1.eps).
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The Kaspersky report lists three different implementations of the exploit. The cybercrime
groups picked the same implementation that the Danti group used. In fact, the embedded EPS
file is identical in the two cases, up to the shellcode, which was replaced.
The shellcode is unique and quite complex. It is stored in a data block along with the final
downloader payload and the injector DLLs.
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The data following the shellcode is interesting in that there are two embedded DLLs, and both
DLLs are preceded by identical copies of downloader shellcode.
The two DLLs seem to use the CVE-2015-2546 privilege escalation vulnerability to execute the
shellcode, similarly to what was described in the research papers from FireEye [6] and
Microsoft [7] describing targeted attacks powered by this exploit.
One of the DLLs is used on 32-bit Windows systems, the other on 64-bit Windows systems,
even though in this case both included DLLs are 32-bit binaries. The DLLs inject the final payload
into the explorer.exe process and it is executed from there.
The final payload is a simple downloader that downloads and executes a program from a
predefined URL. It is identical to the code generated by the DL-2 exploit kit. This should not
come as a surprise: The distributed malware is the same that is most frequently spread via DL2.
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There is an overlap in the download domains as well: Both
d0e76b739f4b40131999d32f39bc30e178b8a425 (DL-2 generated sample) and
dbe8e0979d7bdb1eb9eae83217baaa7ecba85abc (sample exploiting CVE-2015-2545) download
the same URL: http://bunandbar.com/.css/chris.exe

Payload
The identified payload in most of the cases was the well-known FareIt/Pony.
The servers also hosted other related malware components, most of them FareIt, and
occasionally Zbot.

In addition, the C&C servers hosted phishing pages to steal common email provider passwords:
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The following C&C servers were used:
kbfvzoboss.bid
www.yeledpele.info
lp.sa-baba.co.il
dorjee.webd.pl
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(lp.sa-baba.co.il/farm/panel/cp.php?m=login was reported as Zeus control panel)
Sample hashes:
fa7b26d65b34d0a76a972c3c3626ea3c90219b17
1368dd18eba4c2c7d3ff6088d31128fbc545b6c1
9dfe3f1b8b1d93b049990154526ef367ecb1b947
2ea77a84c6b7acd97516d03abecfab2b0d025ea0
ece63f023537331edc999dcd19c40fdc2b7a6e83
c79d86a4b3d820f5464c13a53c16614304d278e9
a033c7788fafdb21efaedcf3bda33452aef8a461
6242f47126beda94a74229c2b0b1e5d34f902501
e95ad733ebe7a7d16af2749a935d970f1ae473d7
c7c220211551ac0e7ae58e189fdff4741e32d0bb
17f45369a6c8dd4b667ae0bb1335b5800745dd09
ce77201a0fb45e56cca6a482c39cc2e53be4c78d
395bd55f66c08be8b2632b125465feb8c39773cc
4cf23a7cc0b01a565551243afb25d2192432685a

Conclusion
The groups that are currently using the two new Office exploits are very active cybercrime
groups. It is quite likely that they will continue using these exploits. After all, the other exploit
they frequently used, CVE-2012-0158, is over 4 years old and by now most potential victims
would now be patched against it.
CVE-2015-2545 and CVE-2015-1641 seems to be good replacements, especially since the latter
is supported by Microsoft Word Intruder and the AK-2 exploit kit. We can expect that more
cybercrime groups will discover this possibility, and we will see an increase in the use of the
new Office exploits in the general user base.
The good news is that both vulnerabilities have long been fixed and patches are available. Time
to install those Office security updates!
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